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In this report the kicker magnet of the C.r.S. fast ejection system is 
described, as well as its main parameters and the first results of its operation. 
2. Introduction 
To eject the proton beam from the CPS, a fast ejection system was 
built which permits the ejection of the whole beam conserving the RF structure, 
or a single bunch. The system consi3ts of a so-called kicker magnet, an eject-
ion magnet, their p01ver supplies, monitoring, etc. The magnets are brought 
into position at the end of the acceleration cycle by mearlS of hydraulic 
actuators. A layout of the system and the position of the magnets in respect 
to the CPS is shown in Fig. 1. 
The whole system has already been described in other papers, Refs. 1 - 3. 
This report will only deal with the kicker magnet. The pulse generator, the mon-
itoring, and interlock system are described in Refs. 4 and 5. 
There are different ways to generate very fast-rising magnetic fields. 
For this magnet, a delay-line approach was chosen, as it has been described in 
Ref. 6. 
Figure 2 gives the principle of the kicker magnet circuit. A pulse-
forming ne~vork, a so-called storage line, is charged over a charging resistor 
to a certain voltage and discharged by means of a spark gap via the delay line 
kicker magnet into a terminating resistor. The triggering of the spark gap is 
initiated by'an RF pulse, which is oonnected to the revolution frequency of the 
bunches, in the CPS. The pulse, which in our case is negative, has a duration 
T which is twice the delay time of the pulse-forming network, and its voltage 
is half the charging voltage • 
The characteristic impedance of the kicker magnet circuit is 10.4:1... 
The storage lines, spark gaps, cables connections, the kicker magnet, and term-
inating resistors are adjusted to this value. The voltage for which the system 
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is designed is 100 kV on the storage lines, 50 kV on the kicker magnet. The 
magnetic flux density in the gap is 0.18 \fu/m2 at 70 kV on the storage lines. 
The rise-time of the magnetic field is 0.07 j.lsec. The pulse length is 0.1 j.lsec 
for the short and 2.1 j.lsec for the long and short storage lines. The C-shaped 
beam gap is 15 rr~ high mid 25 IT~ wide. In order to clear the beam orbit at 
the beginning of the acceleration cycle, when thE: beam fi 11s the whole vacuum 
chamber (elliptical shape 70 x 140) a movable construction has been adopted. 
3. General Considerations 
When starting the design of the fast ejection system, the aim was high 
efficiency, extreme cleanness and the possibility of ejecting one single bunch. 
To fulfil these requirements the rise- and in the case of the singl-bunch 
ejection, the decay-time of the magnetic fiE:ld including the jitter must be 
smaller tban the time interval between two subsequent bunches. For the CPS 
this interval is 0.1 j.lsec. This means that the greatest tolerable rise- and 
decay-timE: of the field has to be 0.07 j.lsec permitting some margin for jitter. 
For complete ejection the decay-time is cf no importance. 
The beam dimensions are determining the limits for the beam gap. 
The greatest mean beam diameter7), of the :owest momentum for which the ejection 
system is designed, is 10 mID. Taking into account instabilities of the beam, 
and non-uniformity of the ma~netic field of the kicker magnet in radial direction 
a gap height of 15 mm and "l-ridth of 25 mm are sufficient. The minimum deflection 
of the beam at 28 Gev/c has to be 1.1 mrad in order to clear the septum of the 
ejection magnet. This determines for a given ~ength of the available space of 
O . / 2 .9 m for the kicker magnet, the magnetic flux density, which has to be 0.18 Wb m. 
~ith these pa~ameters the limits are set for the design. 
After a comparison of different possibilities conSidering the special 
purpose, the available space, etc., a kicker magnet of a delay-line type, a 
movable construction, and operation in vacuum seemed to be the most promising 






The theory of a delay-line magnet has been treated in different 
Here the main formulas should be recalled in order to discuss 
the choice for the different parameters of the kicker magnet. In a kicker 
magnet of the length!, divided into N units, which are pulsed par2llel, the 
magnetic field in the beam gap can be considered as being equal to a field 
between two parallel, thin conductors of rectangular cross-section. 
The inductivity for one unit is :-
L l.w = Il • 
o N.h 
and the flux ~ is given. 
or the flux density 




For the kick which is defined as 
€. 
K = fBy(z) . dz 
o 
one gets for an arrangement as shown in the sketch above 
1 
K = Ilo • J h • 




and the characteristic impedance Z by 
Z =Vf 
or 
Z = 1-t" • (8) 
The voltage on the kicker magnet, which is half of the charging voltage 
of the storage lines, is 
v = J.Z (9) 
or substituting J by Eq. (5) and Z by Eq. (8) one arrives at 
v = K.w 
'C'. N • (10) 
As pointed out above, in our case the.rise-time of the magnetic 
field, the dimensions of the beam gap, and the necessary deflection was 
given. From this, the other parameters are calculated. 
The dependence of one of the most im~ortant parameters which 
influences the design of the whole circuit, the voltage,is given in 
Eq. (10). As can be seen, for a given kick, rise-time of the magnetic 
field and gap dimension, only the number of unit$ is determining the 
voltage. 
For the impedance Z, which is the characteristic impedance for 
the whole circuit one has to consider the availability of coaxial cables 
for the pulse transmission for the voltage in question. 
The inductance L is nainly given by the dimensions of the beam 
gap and the number of units, 
The matching capacitance C is distributed over the whole length 
of the kicker magnet unit. By putting Ci capacitor betweell each eleli1ent 
the capacity is split up in n-l capacitors if n is the number of elements 





should be such that 't for one element is small compared to the delay-time 
of the kicker magnet unit. 
For the inductance L and the capacitance C the leakage inductance 
and the leakage capacitance has also to be considered. These two factors 
might be influenced by the design and it is clear the;' should be small. 
This applies particularly to thG leakage inductance. 
are given in Table 1. 
Construction 
The main parameters 
A sectional vi~w of the kicker magnet in its vacuum tank is given 
in Figs. 3 and 4. The kicker magnet represents basically a ferrite-loaded, 
coaxial line with an opening for the beam gap so that it forms a C-magnet. 
It consists of two units which are mounted into a support. This support 
is fixed to a travel gear to allow the horizontal displace~ent. The 
connection to the hydri'Ulie actuator is made by means of u hollow, on the 
outside high-poliched steel shaft, which contains all cables for the kicker 
!!l4gnet, its monitoring, and inter-ocks. For the connection from the 
junction box to the shaft, highly flexiblE: cables are used. The lead-
through of the sh;:,ft in the vacuum t."mk is made by a special seal. For 
all components of the system, pulse gener.-:.ttors r connections, leads and the 
kicker I!lagnet, a coaxial construction is used, and conical, high-voltage 
connectors are used for all c0nnections. A cross-section and a side view 
of a kiCker-magnet unit is shown in. Fig. ~. 
As a first step, one might' distinguish between the inner and outer 
conductor. The inner conductor consists' of 18 single elements, wherein 
16 are equal, the first and the last one being different for connection 
purposes. One of these connection Glement~ has no ferrite ring. The 
former (its cross~eGction is shown in Fig. 5) is formed by two aluminium 
discs which are pressed together and covering the ferrite ring, screening 
it ago.inst the electrical field and keeping it at the potential of the 
inner conductor. The contact between the two discs is made on the inside 
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of the ferrite ring. On the outside they are insulated against each 
other. The current is flowing from the centre outwards to the edge, back 
around the ferrite ring and out to the edge of the second disc and back to 
the centre. The empty space between the two discs, the ferrite ring, and 
also 5 mm on the cirCUflference are filled with epoxy resin under vacuum. 
Aftervmrds, the element is machin8d to its exact dimension. The thickness 
of the eiements is determined by the thickness of the ferrite ring plus 
four times the skin depth of the current at this frequency in aluminium. 
The reason for the choice of the diameter vlill be given later. 
The finished discs are placed in boxes made out of polyethylene 
which form the insulator. Polyethylene was chosen on account of its high 
electric strength and its shock resistance. The boxes were fabricated in 
moulds and particular care was taken to receive a homogeneous, tension-free 
piece. Figure 6 shows the aluminium-cladded ferrite ring in the open 
polyethylene box. 
The connection elements are shown in Fig. 7. The element which 
contains the ferrite ring is similar to t~e 16 other elements, except for 
the outer diameter of the aluminium cladding which is smaller. The other 
element with the short connection pipe contains an aluminium disc in order 
to reduce leakage inductance. 
on to the elements. 
The conical connection pipes are machined 
Epoxy resin with quartz powder as filler was used as insulator 
for both elements. Since the force with which the connectors are pressed 
together might amount to 200 to 300 kg, it was necessary to reinforce the 
unsupported, long connector pipe. 
put on with a press fit. 
This is done by a brass tube which is 
The elements are pressed together by a rod in the centre.· In 
order to ensur8 a good contact, the connection of the single elements is .. 
made by means of elastic stainless ste81 rings, which are slid over the 




The outer conductor is mainly an aluminium tube with an opening 
for beam gap and two COVE;rs. For the bean gap a spE;cial piece was made 
out of epoxy resin reinfor'ced with glass fibres. 
The capacity which is distributed over the length of the kicker 
magnet unit is made by 0.1 mm £',luminium foils which are in contact with 
the outer conductor 2nd pl~ced between the single elements, which form the 
inner conductor, with tho polYE:thylene boxes as dielectric. The surface 
was determined by the capacity, the inner diametor of the ring-shaped con-
denser plate, by the vol tagu which is 'J.pplied, :::.nd the opening at the beam 
gap has to be large enough to prevent secondary particles from causing 
flashover or breakthrough during operntion. All these requirements also 
fix th8 outside diamE:ter of the aluminiuD cladding of the ferrite rings. 
In order to reduce tre electric field strength at the inner circumference 
of the condenSi:>r plate, a brass l'lire of 0.5 mm diameter was rolled in. 
Figure 8 shows a complete element with its condenser plate in place before 
mounting. 
Figure 9 shows a kicker magnet unit during the mounting. The 
elements a:re stllcked into the outer conductor, and in a few steps .the unit 
is impregnated in vacuum witb high-vacuum silicon oil and closed vacuum-
tight. Since the kicker magnet is operated in vacuum, high-vacuum oil 
was used for impregnation. The two short pipe pieces which are mounted 
on the outer conductor allow degasing of the magnet units in the vacuwn 
tank of the PS if necessary. 
An expansion reservoir, a spring-loaded bellow, mounted at one 
end,(the o~tside) of each kicker magnet unit, is foreseen for the thermal 
expansion of the oil. The force of the spring is adjasted so that it 
maintains a pressure between 0.1 to 0.3 kg/cm2 inside the magnet, keeping 
residue:l gas bubbles wi thin a certain size to prevent flashovers between 
tho inner Q,nd outer conductors during oper3.tion in vacuum. 
Figures 10 (a) 2nd 10 (b) show a complete unit. 
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Two of these units which form the kicker magnet are mounted into 
a C~shaped support. They are insul~ted agains~ the support to allow for 
the kicker magnet circuit to be connected to the ground on a single chosen 
point. The support is fixed to s. travel ge3.r for the horizontal displace-
ment. The movable fixation, which was essential since the vacuum tank 
and hydraulic actuctor have independent ltndaments; is made by three bear-
ings which give th0 necessary degree of freedom for disalignment. The 
travel gear with"~, stroke of 300 mm, runs on four ball pushings. Up to 
now 106 movements, which corresponds approximately to a length of 400 km, 
with a medium speed of 1 m/sec were !:la.l.t- with tho same ball pushings. 
Shaft and ball pushings are still in perfect condition. Since the bearings 
are operated in vacuum, Apiezon grease wa~ used for greasing. 
A block diagram for one kicker magnet unit is given in Fig. 11. 
For the choice of characteristic impedance of the kicker-m2gnet circuit, one 
of the m9.in factors were the coaxial cables which were available on the 
market. A 52 J1. cable designed for 100 kV ~,nd not for bulky dimensions 
seemed to be the best choice. Therefore, for the connection from the 
pulse generators to the junction box, and from the junction box to the 
terminating resistor, five cables in parallel are used. For the connect-
ion from the junction box to the magnet single unmatched leads, which are 
compensated to approximately the char~cteri~tic impedance of the circuit 
by means of condensers. Th6 size of the condensers were determined on a 
model, where their influence on the rice-time of the pulse and reflections 
were also studied. Value and position of the condensers can be seen in 
Fig. n. 
The cross-section of a junction box is seen in Fig. 12. These 
boxes, where the five cables are joined with the fle~ible one, contain 
the matching condensers 3 x 660 pF and the stop resistor of lOlL. The 
four junction boxes are mounted on to the support of the hydraulic 
actuator beneath the sll-:3ft. 
For the ronnection from the junction box to the shaft, highly 




purpose. The modificetion was neceSSQry, since the mech'::mical stress due 
to thE:; movement is consider.:~ble 2nd they art' used for pulse transmission. 
The connection to the shaft is seen in Fig. 13. The m3.tching 
condensers, 3 x 660 pF, and the connections for the leadthrough and the 
flexible cable are incorpor:ted in a single piece. The four boxes with 
guiding piece nnd distance pieces are assembled tightly in a steel frame. 
The connectors for the interlocks ,':.nd monitoring and the screw joint for 
cooling water are fixed on to the guiding piece. For mechanical reasons 
cold vulcanizing silicon rubber (Silikon Vergussmasse) was used as insul-
ating materir:l. This silicon rubber was poured in a single working oper-
ation into the prepared boxes. In order to prevent flashover at the 
condenser, the dist::mce between inner L~nd outer conductor is smaller than 
in the junction boxes, the three condensers, 3 x 2000 pF, 30 kV which are 
connected in series, arc assembled to a single piece which forms a cone 
similar to the high voltage connectors. The connection to the inner 
conductor is mClde by sliding contact, nnd they are pressed in by means of 
an O-ring which is placed between the condenser and the cover. To have a 
good fit of the connectors in direction to the kicker ml1gnet, a pressing 
device is forese8n for e-~ch box which applies a force to the elbow of the 
connector pipe in th0 kicker magnet dir8ction. 
The lead through of all leads from the conuection boxes at the 
shaft to the kicker m~gnet has to be vacuum-tight. For the pulse trans-
mission to the kicker me,gnet the four coaxial leads are specially made. 
The principle cen be seGn in Fig. 4. The inner conductor is fixed to 
the insulating Teflon part which can slide in a brass tube, which is the 
outer conductor. The outer conductor is fixed in a guiding piece, a 
cylinder of filled epoxy resin. The v:"wuum joint is madG by O-rings, 
The connectors for the coaxial cable for the field signal, the cylinder" 
of epoxy resin which contains the leads for the interlocks and the copper 
pipes for tho cooling water are also equipped with O-rings and fixed to 
the guiding piece. 
tight. 
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The inside connection of the mc.gnet units is connected directly to 
the shaft. The connection to the outside is made by leads ",hich have on 
the shaft side matching condensers, 3 x 660 pF. One of these leads, 
partially assembled with its condensers, is shown in Fig. 14. As for the 
connection on the shaft, the condensers hr:d to bo embedded in epoxy resin 
and shaped to a cone aftervmrds. 
The principle of the high-voltage connectors can be seen in Fig. 4 
o 
and Fig. 12. The cone hGS 2. tr.per of rV 3. The contact of the inner and 
outer conductor is made by a sliding contact which gives contact over the 
whole circumference. One of the cont:::ct parts has spring characteristics, 
and so a good contact is always given. In order to prevent flashover 
along the cono surface, a thin layer of high voltage silicon grease is put 
on the conee and so it fills tho space between the male and female part of 
the connector. The connectors which are inside the vacuum tank are equip-
ped with O-rings in order to prevE:mt air, which stays in the empty space at 
the end of the connectors when they arc assembled,.from being p~~ped out 
and leaving a path which might cause a flashover between the inner and 
outer conductors. The same applies to the condensers. 
To carry away heat which may be produced by the current in the 
kicker magnet and in the shaft due to the friction in the vacuum seal, a 
cooling water circuit is foreseen in the support. For this purpose two 
holes of 10 mm diameter are drilled into the back of the support and joined 
at the ends to give a single loop. 
Figures 15 (a) and 15 (b) show the kicker magnet above its vacuum 
tank. 
5. Monitoring and Interlocks 
For the observation of the Iaagnetic field signal, n loop is mounted 
over the whole length outside the beam g8.p in the stray field of each unit. 
This signal nlso serves as an interlock, such that if the difference of the 
two signals is grenter than n certain preselected percentage over more than 
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a preselected number of pulses, in a preselected time, the high voltage 
supply is switched off. 
The position of th€ expansion reservoir (bellow), and so the 
pressure in the kicker magnet, is measured by aline~r potentiometer which 
displays the exact position on n n~ter. The sliding contact is fixed to 
the bellow of the expansion reservoir and the housing to the kicker mngnet 
uni t. With a resistance of 40 kEL it gives a resolution of 0.1 mm.. Two 
switches nre foreseen for the maxir.lU:Il and minimum position. 
To have a relative check on the temper·.ture of the kicker magnet 
a rosiste.nce thermometer, is mounted in the support. 
serves as an interlock. 
This signal also 
In order to prevent the kicker magnet from being hit by the beam, 
and consequent damage of the insulation, a so-called 'beam razor' is mount-
ed at the downstream end of the magnet. The 'beam razor' is e, fork which 
extends 80 nm from the centre of the bean gap further out in a radial 
direction, and has an opening of 11 mm at its ends, compared to 15 mm of 
the beam gap. If tho beam were to blow up, or vertical oscilletion were 
to occur, the part of the beam which lies outside of 11 ron is shaved off, 
so when the kicker nagnet is brought around the beam its diameter is 
hoped to be maximal 11 mo. 
The position of the beam in tho horizontal plane is not as critical, 
since there is more margin. 
6. .Tests 
Before a decision was taken concerning the insulating material for 
the boxes into which the single elements are placed, different types were 
tested with DC. Out of the selected naterial boxes were made and in the 
same configuration of outer conductor, inner conductor and condenser plate 
as in the kicker magnGt, extensive tests started. During these tests the 
influence of the Nire diameter, ~hich is enrolled in the inner circumference 
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of the condenser plate, on the breakdown voltnge W2S ctudied for diameters 
from 0.1 to 0.8 mm. These t8StS were perforraed with DC and pulsed 
vol tages up to 70 kV in order to :<;i V8 :'- limi t for the lifetime. Wi th 
55 kV, 1.5.106 pulses were mnde without breakdm-ln on five boxes. 
Before assembling, all parts which were exposed.to high voltage 
were tested with 60 kV DC for sever~l hours. 
After these tests a complete assembly (pulse generators, cables, 
kicker magnet 2.nd termin:::.ting resistor) WilS made nnd tested. 
The next step w.s thE- t,-,sting of il complete .:J.ss(;;mbly under work-
ing conditions, except radintion. This means in vacuum and with movement. 
Under this condition 2.5'105 pulses wsrs m3.de at 70 kV on the storage lines. 
At the beginning of this test A flashover occurred along one connection 
cone on the kicker magnet at 40 kV on the storr;.ge line. Putting O-rings 
on the cones, as Ciln be seen in Fig. 5, solved the problem. 
7. Measurewents 
Measurement of the characteristic impedance of the kicker magnet 
uni t. 
After hnving assembled the first kicker magnet unit, its impedance 
was measured in order to check the calculation and, if necessary, 
change the capcoci ty of the units by changing the surface of the 
condenser plates which are placed between the elements. To 
study its chrtracteristics tho kicker m'- gnet unit was terminated 
by a precision resistor charged to a vol tag'e of 30 V and discharged 
by means of a mercury switch which has a switching time of few 
ns. The pulse shaped at thG ter:":linnting resistor was observed 
with an oscilloscope. The inpednnce was found by changing the 
terminating resistor until the reflections were zero, a~d accord-
ing to r = Zt - z/ Zt + Zo this is the case if the ir:J.pedo.nce of 
the kicker magnet unit is equal to the terr:J.inating resistor. The 
first mensurenent hns gi ven ~:m imped.~nce >"hich was 5% bo high, Ilnd 




Measureoent of the m2gnetic field 
The nagnetic field versus th0 voltage on the storage line was 
measured up to 70 kV; this is 35 kV on the kicker m.gnet, in the 
centre of the beam gap. Further, the field distribution was 
oeasured in axial and radial directions at 60 kV on the storage 
lines. For the me<:;.surement of the mEtgnetic field and its radial _ 
distri bution, a loop over the tot&l length of thE; kicker TJ:lgnet 
and 1 mm width, and for the axial distribution a small loop of 
5 om length and 1 mn width, was used. The loops could be 
moved in a radial and axial direction, respectively. The signal 
was integratt,d by nec.ns of an appropricite RC element, displayed 
on an oscilloscope and compensated by a DC voltage, which was 
measured with a digital voltc.eter. The magnetic flux density 
was evaluated froD the measured voltage. 
could be obtained was ~ 1%. 
The accuracy which 
The kick :J.S a function of the vol b.ge on the storage line is 
shovm in Fig. 16. This noraogrnm also gives the bean displ,z-!ce-
ment in mm 2t the ejection nngnet for different momentTh~. The 
radial distribution is shown in Fig. 17. 
7 (iii) Me:,surement of the kicked bG~;'D position 
A scintillation screGn which is mounted on the upstream end of 
the ejection nagm:t, and which C2-11 be seen by a television camera, 
permi ts the posi tior;. of the undisturbed3.nd the displn.ced beam to 
be checked. The scintillc.tion screen has c, graduntion of 5 mm !'lnd 
hence it gives the possi bili ty of heving a check of the 'beam dis-
placement. 
in Fig. 16. 
The results obtnined agree with the results given 
8 First rosults 
The operation of the fast-ejection system proved that the kicker 
magnet has worked as foreseen. The kick ~'lhich was obtained allowed from 
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th", beginning o.n efficiency of 95%. Out of 20 bunches one w:::.s lost. With 
sODe i::"lprovements on the me. tchinc of the hro stor3.gs linGs, 1001~ efficiency 
was ::-~chieved. It was also possiblE: to eject ~ne single bunch, without too 
much ~erturbatin6 the other 19 bunch8s. 
for total beam ejection. 
Figur,; 19 shows the field signal 
6 Up to nOvl, 10 puls8~, v,urG nnde 2t 48 kV on the stor!J.ge line. 
This corresponds to <:'_ mor.:tentu!J of 24.8 Gev/c of the ejected beQD. One 
6 D[lgnut unit was ch'~nged after 0.8 ·10 pulses in order to check its s t:::. te. 
Th,) behr:viour of the kickGr eJr:gnet under rr:dintion is not yet COLJ.-
plet01y clear. Owing to the r,~diction, when tho be::-_D, due to oscill,".tions, 
W8.S hitting the kicker mcgnet, gas WGS developed in the kicker magnet, the 
pressure rose to 0.3 kg/cm2 , and it was necessary to de-gas it after 
50,000 - 70,000 pulses, for 2 hours. vli th ,,,- st'blo bea::J. and stable 
oper:~tion it W,S possiblE: to oper:::tG th8 system continuously for 5 dO-Ys, 
this corresponds to 1.4 x 105 pulsuS, without npprGcinble getS development. 
6 The unit which vms delJ.ounted :dtET 0.8,10 pulses shov,ed traces of flash-
over 
or corona ne£'.r the be·QlJ. gap. The curnmt in these fl ?-shovers must have been 
s2:::.11, since thore WQS no visiblE; ch'-nge in thE; pulse shape, ,.~,nd also the 
interlock, which '.;Quld h2ve detected n difference of <:pproxir.lntely 51~ between 
th_ pulses of the two units, showed no f.'ml t. 
Rndiation tests will be perfor!Jed on sa~ples of silicon oil nnd 
polyuthylene to study this problem. 
As Q first ;Joasure, g sign21 gi von by a r2diation monitor ''''hen the 
kicker 'QQgnet is intercepting the beam, will be used to give ':~n acoustic 
sign:::ll, in order to prevent the kicker l:1::tgnet froD beirlg unnecesserily 
irrlldiated. 
The oper tion of the kicker ::JLlgn0t was satisf'lctory, except for the 
problen which arose with ths rndintion. A liDit for the lifetiD6 cannot yet 
be predicted, but it certs-inly will bG of the order of n few Dillion pulses. 
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Pig. 1. Layout of the fast ejection system. 
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Fig. 2 PrinciDle of the kicker magnet circuit. HV = charging line 
Fig. 3 
from high voltage set; IR = isolating resistor; LSL = long 
storage line; S = switch (when closedl 2 ~s pulse; when open: 
100 ns Dulse); SSL = short storage line; G = sparkgap; pc = pulse 




Sectional view of the kicker magnet in its vacuum ~ank. 
Ro 
~support for the I kic~ magnet 
Connection to J 
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Fig:5.STRUCTURE OF A KICKER MAGNET UNIT 
SIS/R/9197 
Fig. 6 
Aluminium-cladded ferrite ring with polyethylene box 
Fig. 7 Connection elements 




Kicker magnet unit are being mounted. The connection element 
is put in place 
Fig. 10 a Finished kicker magnet unit 
Fig. 10 b 
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PULSE GENERATOR 
COAX CABLES 5x 52.n 10m. 
JONCl1ON BOX 
FLEXIBLE CABLE -SOn 1,2 m. 
SHAFT CONNECTION 
SHAFT Q,6m 
KICKER MAGNET UNIT 
outside-
COAX LEAD .... 50.1\ Q,3 m. 
SHAFT !\6m 
SHAFT CONNECTION 
FLEXIBLE CABLE ...,SOI\. 1,2 m. 
JONCTION BOX 
COAX CABLES 5x 521\ 10m. 
TERMINATING RESISTOR 
Fig.ll- Block diagram of 
a kicker magnet unit. 
Fig: 12 JUNCTION BOX 
CROSS SECTION A·A 
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Fig: 13 SHAFT CONNECTION 
SIS/R/9196 
Fig. 14 Coaxial lead with matching condensers 
SIS/R/9201 
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Fig. 16 Magnetization curve of the kicker magnet. Kick K as a function 
of the line voltage VL• The nomogram gives the relation between the line voltage, the proton momentum p and the radial displace-
ment of the beam at the bending magnet. 
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Fig. 17 The kick K as a function of the radial position in the 
gap of the kicker magnet. 
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Fig. 18 
SJS!R!9200 
Sum of ma~netic kicks in the two kicker ma~net 
unite. Each derived from a loop through the 
entire length of the unit. Sweep: 0.5 fe/div. 
